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Nato and EU boycott Keshe Peace meeting 3 years ago, Italy broke rank and came, gave 

to Governments what is to come, then gave USB key, in June 2014 invite world religion 

leaders to attend, they said world economy will collapse, made too many excuses, 

therefore Keshe brings to the grassroots mass of world, So that man realize don't need to 

kill, Keshe will enforce peace, through peaceful means and change of mind, human race 

sick because of greed, in past messengers of God delivered only half, now give the 

totality, try to elevate the leaders from them to human race,  They call him Alien, 

Nitrogen with iron creates red blood cells, for survival of division leads to hunger, 

Female is life giver, have to change her, from subordination, to equality, no fight, to have 

peace have to have equality at home, Ellie not yet seen no challenge, pray for the soul of 

world leaders,  the prophets lost the seed of soul, gave us physicality, Ellie only sees the 

physicality, prophets did not delivered the totality because once they received it the 

physicality gave them status,  through your soul we elevate the prophet souls of past, to 

hide what was not given they created hated for enemies war, they changed the teaching,  

The power given to man is now that each man can decide what matter he wants,  the 

elements are simply different amounts of the same energy, becomes the things,  center of 

free plasma is center of Sun,  you have created the soul of the Creator, humans have not 

reached maturity, have a defect of "Nitrogen" , Amino Acids, Nitrogen comes into Earth 

from Sun, why rain is life giving N,  keeps the top layer from clogging, Center of Brain 

same Free plasma, transfers your desire directly to what you want, Physicality is 

imagination of man, relationship with man woman based on physicality, love seen as a 

weakness, Man is emotion, Woman is physicality,    

In reactor spinning, center creates a vacuum,  the center has to maintain a balance,  

Apologize for saying you don't understand, Principle Field Strength discussion of terms, 

Amino Acid allows us to see, according to environment,  Billions stars not visible to us 

because our Principle Field strength in Sun, so we are above it don't see it, have to match 

environment to see,  "my body not same as your body, we are not from the stars",  how 

many of you are busy focusing on world leaders to make a change?,  just because you 

have the tools doesn't mean you can see, depends on what soul is keyed for,  lot of people 

call me prophet, we are not prophets, each level of field strength has rules, don't see 

through eyes of body, see through Soul's eye, Free Plasma, feel their presence, when you 

feel presence you are elevated to that level,  No physical observation only emotion and 

soul exist in Universe, become physical among your own people, Want to educate 

humans that we are all equal in Universe, Ellie doesn't understand thinks it's a challenge, 

when I can change her rest of humanity will understand too, The Prophets got 

worshipped then abused power,  when you elevate then everyone on planet will elevate 

with you,  We only take what is freely given, his son doesn't understand about giving 

must teach, Reactor Groups - connect with soul to Free Plasma,  Ellie for you to 

understand your position,  

 


